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STATE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA, MISSOULA. MONTANA

FRIDAY, JANUARY 27, 1933

Campus Group
Bear Paws
Will Give Aid
Will Usher
In Ticket Sale
A t Games
Members of Soph Organization
Will Take Charge of Crowds
Friday, Saturday Nights

Future Home o f Alpha Delta Pi

Scabbard and Blade Will Sponsor
Community Chest Dance Drive
At State University

'VOLUME XXXII. No. 28

A. S. U. M. OFFICE
APPOINTMENT GOES
TO TED MELLINGER

Scabbard and Blade, honorary mili
Pool to Fill Publications Vacancy; Rigney, Cooney Are Junior Gass
tary fraternity, will sponsor the sale
Delegates to Central Board; New Officers Will Serve
Emblems to be worn by Bear Paw of tickets for the Community dance
Until the General Election Next Spring
| members on the front of their white on the campus. The Community dance
sweaters have been made by Tanan will be held February 18 in the men's
Appointments to fill one A. S. U. M. office and one vacancy on the
of Spur and will be worn by Bear gymnasium with the proceeds going
Paws at the game tonight.
into the Community Chest to supple
Publications Board were made at a meeting of Central Board Wednes
Spurs have turned the emblems over ment subscriptions.
day afternoon. Ted Mellinger of Pine Island, Minn., a senior in the
| to Chief Grizzly Cregg Coughlin, and Dr. E. W. Spottswood, dance chair Oldest national sorority, which Will be installed March 35. With the charter
School of Education, was appointed business manager of the A.S.U.M.
From the
Imen who have not yet received theirs man, and Richard Schneider, captain ing: of this group the State University will not have a local Greek letter fra to fill the position vacated by Frank
ternity on the campus for the first time In several years.
may see Coughlin at the gymnasium of Scabbard and Blade, have collab
McCarthy who did not return to school
o'clock this afternoon and get orated to extend the field of the ticket
this quarter. Walter E. Pool, Torringthem. Bear Paws will act as ushers sale. Tickets will be distributed to
ton, Wyo., a senior in the School of
at
both
games
and,
in
addition,
will
those in charge this afternoon.
ONIGHT the first Grizzly-Bobcat
Forestry, was appointed to Publica
have a section of the bleachers re The following will sell tickets at
tions Board to succeed John Houston,
game of the season will be played
served for their use. In view of the the fraternity houses: Alpha Tau
Bozeman, who was graduated at the
on our home floor. It amuses us to fact that the crowd will be large and
Omega, Richard Schneider; Phi Delta
end of the fall quarter.
see that this game is being advertised will arrive early, Coughlin requests Theta, Robert White; Sigma Nu,
Increasing School. Spirit Subject of
Central Board Delegates
Si a “championship” game when there all Bear Paws to be present by 7 Mitchell Sheridan; Sigma Alpha Ep
Iiiterfruternity Discussion
Virginia Rigney, Laurel, and Vir Coach Dyche Has Confidence That
is still a game with the State School o’clock on both nights.
silon, Aubrey Benton; Delta Sigma
ginia
Cooney,
Missoula, are the new
of Mines coming up. It is assumed, Present-day garb of the Bear Paw Lambda, Tom Coleman; Sigma Chi,
Decline in school spirit, due to the
His Team Will Annex Twq
evidently, that the Mines team will organization differs from that which Tevis Hoblitt; Phi Sigma Kappa, Gor Alpha Delta Pi Will Be the Tenth imination of University tradtitions, delegates to Central Board who were
Victories Here
not be worth consideration in the final was adopted in 1920 when it was don Cunniff; Sigma Phi Epsilon, Glenn
National Sorority on Campus
was the subject of discussion at an appointed by Scott Stratton, president
count Wouldn’t it be a joke if they initiated. Only an arm-band bearing Lloyd, and Kappa Sigma, Stanley
Interfraternity council meeting held at of the Junior class, in response to* a
After March 25
The Montana State College Bobcats
the Sigma Chi house Wednesday night. request from Central Board at a meet
would surprise us?
the letters “B P” distinguished Bear Trachta. Marion McCarty and Carter
eliminated as contenders in the east
Paw members. “Bear Paw, sophomore Quinlin will have charge of the ticket With the installation on March 24 The council discussed the plausi ing held two weeks ago. Stratton pre ern division of the Rocky Mountain
and 25 of Zeta Chi into Alpha Delta bility of the return of such tradtions sented the following statement to
ALK about a social quarter! This society, an offspring of Silent Sen sale to the faculty and Don Marrs will
conference, are out for their eighth
tinel, was formally launched as a be in charge of selling to the inde Pi, national sorority, a tenth name will as green caps, paddling and Aber Day. Central Board Wednesday afternoon.
straight state championship in Mon
week-end features a Band Mixer.
be added .to the list of national sor Student sentiment, which seems to be
campus organization Friday afternoon pendents.
“I
hereby
appoint
Virginia
Rigney
tana. Already they have defeated
Next week-end is*Co-ed Formal. The in the belief that Montana should have
orities on the campus of the State in favor of these traditions being re
and Virginia Cooney as delegates to Carroll college and Northern Mon
University.
week after that is Foresters’ Ball. an organization to receive and enter
stored to the campus was believed to Central Board from the Junior class tana Normal and Intend to take the
The week after that is Interfraternity. tain visiting teams and their support
Word of the installation date was be the prime factor in the laxity of to fill the vacancies left on that board Grizzlies tonight and tomorrow night
In the meantime, Press d u b banquet, ers, to assist Yell King Pat Keeley at
eceived this week in a wire from Mrs. school spirit.
by Chalmer Lyman and Lehman Fox. in full stride.
and following comes Varsity Vodvil. all rallies and to act as a police force
Joseph Hubbard, national president of Further discussion was taken up on These new members are asked to at
Coach Shubert Dyche of the
The Masquers’ major production is on the campus and at all athletic
the organization. Mrs. Hubbard will the matter of rushing. It was decided tend all meetings of Central Board
another interruption. The skating rink events,” reads the opening paragraph
come from Boston to install the chap at the last meeting to eliminate as and represent our class to the best Bobcats, was worried about his
team’s
chances against the State
is In perfect condition for a good time. of a story in the Montana Kaimin of
ter. She will be assisted by Miss much as possible in this year’s ex- of their ability.*
University until the Grizzlies were
It is an imposition to expect anyone November 9, 1920. The plan called for
Mamie Johnson of Spokane, a national ipenses and the Interfraternity dance
SCOTT B. STRATTON,
defeated by Carroll last week.
the election of 20 men by Silent Sen
to study, In a quarter like this!
officer of Theta province; by Mrs. expenses were cut to meet a reason
President Junior Class.
This, and a new sharp-shooter in
tinel each fall, to be chosen on the
Fencing, Boxing and Wrestling Are Bernard Hewitt of Missoula, a member able budget. Last night the council
the
person of Jimmy Young of
Many
Applications
basis
of
performance
and
service
to
of the Colorado chapter, and by Miss decided to eliminate as much as pos
HE debate teams are hopefully
Features of Evening’s
their school during their freshman
Vesta Swenson, a member of the Uni sible the expenses incurred during Five applications for the position of Great Falls, has given Dyche conworking for a long trip. As it is year.
Entertainment
versity of Washington chapter and a rush week. This will also do away business manager were received by fldence and he is sure that the
proposed, there will be a men's team, a The idea for the present garb of the
national officer. Miss Swenson has with the extra work that is encount Central Board. Students who turned Bobcats will annex two victories
’jtpmen’s team, and a man and woman order was obtained from Intercol Fencing, boxing and wrestling been social director and chaperon for ered by students.
in applications were Earl Heagy, Ana this week-end.
matches
were
features
of
the
enter
qtator sent to Stockton, Calif., to com legiate Knights, into which the Bear
Zeta Chi during the past year.. Miss The next meeting will be held at the conda; George Hillman, Livingston; The Bobcats won from Carroll, 43-14
tainment
at
the
Law
School
associa
pete with several teams en route. Paw organization developed in 1922.
Emeline Gould of Victor, a former Sigma Nu house Wednesday, Febru Roy Nelson, Anaconda; Jack White, early in the season with their regulars
There is a real opportunity for some With that system, pledges were chosen tion smoker held in the Library of the graduate student at the State Univer ary 8.
Missoula, and Ted Mellinger. Nine taking it easy all the way. Young,
unbitious students. Who says college frotn the freshman class and initiated Law School Wednesday night.
sity, will also assist. Several mem
applications were turned in for the a reformed center, was sent in as for
In
the
boxing
exhibition
between
into the Bear Paw chapter of Inter
puts you in a rut?
bers of the Bozeman chapter will at
positions as junior delegates.
ward against Brigham Young last
collegiate Knights in their sophomore Hubert Zempke and Lloyd Hague no tend the ceremonies.
“Students who were appointed to week and led his team in scoring.
year. Pledging of freshmen caused decision was given. George Bovingdon Zeta Chi was organized on May 27,
offices will serve only until the gen Critics do not regard Young as a flash
lack of respect for the der on the j won the decision from Bill Brown in 1928. The sorority resides at 539 Uni
eral election next spring,” said Pete in the pan but believe he can repeat
part of students and Bear Paw mem- a fencing match. A comic wrestling versity avenue. Margaret Sullivan of
Meloy, A.S.U.M. president. Central against the Grizzlies.
bers found it hard to carry out their match between Augie Vidro and Hardin is president of the chapter.
Board felt that it could not stand the The addition of Young as a heavy
duties of maintaining traditions and George Sayatovich ended with both Several alumni members will be initi
added expense of an election at this scorer gives the State College team
officiating at athletic events. In 1924 men lying flat on their backs. After ated into Alpha Delta Pi at the .time Ipjve students Have Important Holes time because of its limited budget, so four men who are among the scoring
the organization was revised into its several minutes of rest they recovered of the installation.
the appointments were adopted as an leaders in the Rocky Mountain con
For First Time in Masquers*
original form and is continuing to sufficiently to give a short exhibition Alpha Delta Pi. the oldest of the |
alternative.”
Major Production
ference. Buzzettt, captain, is second
of
ballet
dancing,
take
their
bows
and
operate in that manner.
,35 national sororities, was founded at |
________
only to Nelson, Brigham Young star,
jstagger wearily to the dressing room. Wesleyan Female college, Macon, Ga.,
BANQUET
IS
POSTPONED
Formal Ceremony Is Held Today;
for divisional scoring honors; Wendt
After a few more minutes of rest they on May 15, 1851. It has 56 active With experience in one-act plays
BED CROSS OFFICER VISITS
and Cain are the other two Bobcats
Strauss Replaces Greene
recovered sufficiently to return and chapters. A chapter will be installed and minor roles in major productions, Owing to the illness of Dean Stone,
who are high among the conference’s
As President
Pat Dempsey, field representative amid thunderous applause Vidro gave at the University of Georgia on Febru five students will take important parts who has been confined at his home for
best point-getters.
of the- American Red Cross, and offi- a recitation and Sayatovich sang i ary 10. The Montana chapter will be for the first time in a major produc the past‘week with the flu, the annual
The Bobcats matched the Grizzlies’
Twenty-one pledge members of Spur cers from Fort Missoula visited Lieu-I song.
the fifty-eighth. The Bozeman chap tion, “The Truth About Blayds,” by Press club banquet which was to be scoring spree against thd Meijl team,
trill be formally initiated into the or-, tenant Albert E. Rothermich laBt Fri- Nat Allen played several piano num ter was installed In’April of last year.
held Wednesday, was postponed until
A. A. Milne, the winter quarter play
winning two games from the Japanese
ganlzation this afternoon at 4 o’clock day afternoon. Mr. Dempsey makes bers and accompanied Paul Keith who
Wednesday, February 1.
Miss Maxine Blake, president of the
by one-sided scores; they defeated an
in the A.W.S. room in Main hall, and periodical trips throughout the state sang some humorous selections, Theta province of Alpha Delta Pi, of the Montana Masquers.
All-Star independent aggregation in
tonight will appear at the Grizzly- from his office in Helena, superin- j “Scoop” Luke recited that old favor while on an inspection tour, visited Helen Marie Donahue has been in
Great Falls and lost two games each
Bobcat game in their Spur outfits, tending Red Cross work.
two one-act plays this year presented
ite, “The Face on the Bar Room Zeta Chi last week.
to Wyoming, Brigham Young, Utah
wearing their active pins and em
Floor.” Ralph Arnold, Missoula at
by the Masquers, “The House With
Aggies and North Dakota.
blems.
torney, gave a short talk on legisla
the Twisty Windows,” by Mary Pak_
.
. | The Grizzlies will have a new lineup
tive proceedings, and Prof. A. K.
ington and "The Seat in the Park,” by
This will be the third initiation held
starting against the Bobcats and are
Sir Arthur Wing Pinero. Robert
Smith also gave an informal talk.
since the installation of the chapter
________
anxious to begin with a victory. The
Lawyers of Missoula were invited
Bates was a member of the fall quar
here in the spring of 1931. The new
and Ralph Arnold, E. C. Mulroney,
ter’s major production, “R. U. R.” by Pictures Are Used as Illustrations; Grizzly record, outside of the Carroll
active members will Include Vivian
'game, is good enough to give them an
Leon L. Bulen and J. C. Garlington Rocit Retaining; Wall Will Be Bnilt; Karel Capek and was also prominent
Bower, Tarklo; Margaret Breen, BridNodal Meeting Is Held at
even break in the betting against the
Dirt to Be Used In Rock Garden
in high school dramatics at Great
attended.
ger; Lucille Chapman, Missoula
Alpha Phi House
Dickel, Gravelle and Watson Will
champion Bobcats. ,
------------Falls.
Melva Garrison, Missoula; Louise
Assist
Society
in
Program
Fifteen
men
are
being
employed
by
|
Don
Marr9,
flrgt
appearance
betore
MORTAR BOARD WILL HAVE
Geyer, Great Falls; Harriet Gillespie,
French art has become the mother Opening the season against Idaho,
Of Musical Numbers
SENTINEL PICTURES TAKEN the Maintenance department in remov a State University audience was In of all present-day art," said Professor Coach Lewandowskl's men lost the
Grass Range; Jean Gordon, Hamilton;
ing dirt from the foot of Mt. Sentinel the 1932 Hi-Jinx, when he played the
Helen Helean, Missoula; Margaret A. Members of the Missoula Choral
C. H. Riedell of the Department of first game and then came back to snap
Johnson, Great Falls; Doris Knlffen, society, assisted by George Dickel, Mortar Board, honorary organiza just in back of the men’s gymnasium. part of the inebriate. Earlier this Fine Arts in a talk to the French club, a Vandal winning streak which had
Bonner; Shirley Knight, Missoula; pianist, John Gravelle, baritone, and tion for senior women, decided to have All of the ground between the gym quarter he was in the cast of “The Cercle du Chevalier de la Verendrye, reached ten games. Since that time
Mary Knoble, Kalispell; Ruth Polleys, Russel Watson, violinist, will present a group picture taken for a page in nasium and the mountain will be ISeat in the Park.” Ruth Perham was at the social meeting at the Alpha Phi Idaho has been very successful against
the Sentinel as they have done in the levelled and holes filled in. Up to the
Missoula; Dorothy Powers, Missoula;
of the cast of Butte high house at 7:30 last night. To illustrate teams in the Northern Division of the
their first program of the year Sun- pag^
a meeting held Tuesday after- present time the surface of the ground | sqSmember
oqVs ' play, “SunCoast conference.
Mildred Proctor, Kalispell; Katherine day, January 29 in Main hall auditor
which was his talk Mr. Riedell used pictures.
was in much the same condition that awarded first prize in the Little The
Rand, Butte; Esther Strauss, Great ium at 4 o’clock. Prof. DeLoss Smith noon.
“No country has had the diversity The Golden Bobcats were given a
it
was
left
when
the
gymnasium
was
A
special
meeting
will
be
held
next
Falls; Ossia Taylor, Missoula; Grace.
atre tournament in 1930. Since her
art expression that France has," scare by the Grizzlies but managed
of the School of Music will conduct l^ negd#y (0 discuss the quarterly magTubbs, Missoula; Carol Wells, Scotts- the program and Mrs. DeLoss Smith | azine apd offer crlticlsn)s and sug built.
entrance in school Here, she has been
to take a two-point victory in a harder
A rock wall will be built to retain in a one-act play, “The House With continued Professor Riedell. He spoke tight than they had against the pres
vllle, N. Y., and Virginia Wilcox, Mis
will be accompanist
gestions to send In to the national the dirt much like the wall along the the Twisty Wlnd0wg/. EIeanor Speak_ of the tendencies of French art, its ent Bobcats. Poison, another of the
soula.
beginning
and
gradual
development,
The program is as follows:
editor regarding its publication.
east side of Dornbiaser field. A space L . wag actlve
dramatics at Llvlngg. the classes of art, early art which was state’s best independent teams, showed
v One pledge, Clara Mabel Foot of Triumph, Thanksgiving Rachmaninoff
will be left between the ends of the | ton and bag been in tbe Masquers. art of the country, later art-—of the here next and was defeated by the
Helena, who did not return to school On the S e a .......................Mendessohn
two walls in order that an easy ap- one.act playj ■•Wurzel-Flummery.”
city, and modern or individual art. JGrizzlies in a fast, exciting game. Folthis quarter, plans to return in the
The Choral Society
proach may be made onto the slope
He mentioned numerous artists who j lowing the Meiji game, the Grizzlies
Ipring and will be initiated at that Doctor Gradus ad Parnassum..Debussy
Annual Band Mixer Will Be
on which the score board is placed. There are three members of the make French art what it is. French travelled to Helena for their first
cast who have had considerable ex{(me.
Tonight Following Game
Golliwogs Cake Walk...................—
After the ground is smoothed, it w ill.
art differs from that of other countries same away from home. The Saints
perience
in
former
Masquer
pro| Esther Strauss is the president of
George Dickel
be possible for trucks to drive comTonight, after the initial game pletely around the gymnasium, mak . ductions. This year Leslie Pace had in that it is an art of individuals were “hot” and sprung an upset by
the active chapter, and Margaret IBy the Cradle ............... - .............-Greig
,. U. R.” and rather than of a set type. Only Japan nosing out the Grizzlies, 39-34.
Breen is secretary. Lina Greene is Daybi^ak ..................................... Gaul of the Grizzly-Bobcat series, the ing it much easier for the Mainten-j
*ea<**nS Par^
second annual Band mixer will be ance department to move chairs to ltook the part of the sergeant-major preceded France in schools for women
the retiring president and Helen |
The Choral Society
in
“The
Monkey’s
Paw.”
Other Mas artists; prominent French women are THETA SIGMA PHI HAS
held in the women’s gym. Music and from the building during final j
Schroeder the retiring secretary.
Hear Me! Ye Winds and Waves........
j
g
INITIATION FOR TWO
quer plays in which Pace has had LeBrun and Rosa Bonheur.
________ _______ _______ Handel will be furnished by George Bov- examinations.
-------ingdon’s five-piece orchestra.
............ Pratheroe
The P irlo t............................
The excess dirt which is being re prominent parts are “Granite,” “House Other features of the program were
| TRANSLATES SPANISH PLAY
Party”
and
“The
Devil's
Disciple.”
two
violin
solos
by
Kathryn
Bailey
of
I
Kathleen
Harrigan, Billings, and
Due to the popularity of the moved is being hauled by teams to the
D aw n____-— — i—
—~ ..Curran
Corvallis,
opening
and
closing
songs
|
Jane
Tucker,
Great
Falls, were iniOssia
Taylor
has
worked
on
another
Band
mixer
held
last
year,
George
John
Gravelle
rock garden near Aber Grove.
• Margery Minnehan of Missoula, a
. •
________
Iof A. A. Milne’s plays, “Wurzel-Flum- by members of the club, and refresh-j tiated into Theta Sigma Phi, women's
Spanish major, is translating from The Long Day Closes.......... Sullivan Bovingdon and Eldon Couey, the
ments.
j
national
honorary
Journalism
fracommute in charge, decided to HRS. BISCHOFF LEAVES HOSPITAL mery,” this year. Her past experience
Spanish to English the play, "Manana Now Let Every Tongue Adov Thee..
.
.
includes “Death Takes a Holiday” and Cercle du Chevalier de la Verendrye ternity, Sunday noon, in the JournalBach make this year's dance a mixer
4e Sol,” by the Quintero brothers. The ...._________________
Mrs. Paul A. Bischoff, wife of Pro- “A Matter of Husbands." “The Devil's meets twice a month, one social meet- ism building. Following the Initiation,
also. In former years the annual
The Choral Society
Masquers will use her translation for
affair was always a formal. The lessor Bischoff of the Department of Disciple” was the first Masquer play ing for the entire club and one busi- breakfast was served at the Chimney
their performance February 23. “Asl Ave Maria ...__ ______ ’.......Schubert
dance
Is
being
sponsored
by
Foreign
Languages, has returned to in which Gene Mania carried a role, ness meeting for council members and Corner for the initiates, and Mrs. A.
Russel Watson
Be Escribe la Hlstoria,” also by the
Greig Kappa Kappa Psi, national band her home from St. Patrick’s hospital Since that time he has been a member officers. All French students of 15 C. Cogswell, Irene Vadnais, Mary Wilftointero brothers, will be presented Spring Tide ——------------Iwhere she has been seriously ill for of the casts of “Death Takes a Holi- rank or above are eligible for mem- son, Mercedes Sprague, Margaret
Greig | fraternity.
bjr Spanish students in the original the Land Sighting----------------bership.
IHalit and Betty Foot.
| several weeks,
day” and “R. U. R.”
The Choral Society
game night.

SENIOR BENCH

Local Group ACouncil Discusses
Former Traditions
Installation
Is in March

T

Bobcats Gun
For Another
Grizzly Pelt

T

Law School
Holds Annual
Get-together

r

Actors Selected
Have Experience
In Former Plays

Spur Admits
Twenty-one
New Initiates

Sunday Recital
Will Be Offered
By Choral Group

Gymnasium Grounds
W ill Be Im proved

Riedell Lectures
On Modern Art
I O J*rench V/Iub

THE

MONTANA

Friday, January 27, 19j

KAIMIN

Current Topics
Will Be Object
Of Faculty St

With the

The Montana Kaimin

F raternities
SOCIAL CALENDAR
Friday, January 27
Grizzly B a n d ........... .......................................................................Mixer
Saturday, January 28
Alpha Xi D e lta ...........................................................
Fireside
Delfa Delta D e lta ........................................................................... Fireside
Sigma Alpha E psilon.....................................................................Fireside
Sigma K a p p a ................................................................................ Formal
Delta Gamma................................................................................ Fireside
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_________________ ___ ______ —EDITOR

RICHARD SCHNEIDER....O S ......................BUSINESS MANAGER

Willis Oosterhof, writing in the January issue of the “Journal of
the National Education Association," has given us what is perhaps the
most fervid eulogy of the American college that we have seen in some
time. His hymn of praise, for something like half a thouWhat
sand words, extolls the virtues of America’s higher eduIs Wrong? cational system, inventories the various fields of learning,
with value received therefrom, and, in short, likens our
colleges to wonderful temples of knowledge, which will imbue all who
enter with a wonderful knowledge of matters cultural and inspira
tional. Mr. Oosterhof says, in part: “I believe in the American college
because through it I have become acquainted with the great men of
all ages, because it has stabilized my purpose, because it has made
me see more in life than money and fame, because it has glorified the
material world about me, because it has given me an imaginary, amaz
ing world for retreat in time of need, and because it has proved to
me the existence of an eternal world above the temporal world. Be
cause of all this I believe in the American college.”
We grant that the writer is correct, to a large extent at least, in
crediting our colleges with these worthy accomplishments. We concede
that without our universities it would be a difficult, highly improbable
. task to assimilate that accumulated learning of the centuries which
provides the eyes through which we may see and enjoy the world in
which we live. It is our contention, however, that Mr. Oosterhof missed
a wonderful chance to express what is wrong with the American col
leges.
Wrote Ralph Waldo Emerson in the “American Scholar” : . “Col
leges have their indispensable office— to teach elements. But they can
only highly serve us when they aim not to drill, but to create; when
they gather from afar, every ray of various genius to their hospitable
halls, and by the concentrated fires, set the hearts of their youth on
flame."
“To drill, to create.” Therein lies a tremendous difference, the
meaning of which has not been, or cannot, be discerned by many
members of college faculties throughout this country. In the mad rush
for elaborate buildings and pretentious apparatus, we wonder if the
colleges are losing sight of the ideals of education, as visualized by
our predecessors— if the' majority of today’s professors do not stress
the drilling of material and miss that opportunity of inspiring original
thought and work on the part of the student.
Without considering the present economic crisis through which the
nations of the world are painfully struggling, educators some day will
have to face the prospect of an over-production of college men and
women. Each June the outside world sees the influx o i thousands and
thousands of college graduates, each one of whom is prepared for the
triumphal march through life. When these same graduates, by the
sole right of a college degree, expect to take the world by its toes
and turn it upside down; when they are forced to menial jobs, or no
jobs at all, then will that college education, with the higher mental
standards for which it is responsible, turn sour. The unrest, social
and mental, which will result will prove a boomerang which will be
hard to evade.
Eight years of state championships are defended by Montana State
Bobcats tonight when they invade the Grizzly lair for the first of their
annual series of games. “Uneasy lies the head that wears the crown’
is a time-worn adage that the men from Bozeman
WhenBohcat
are not entirely disregarding and Montana students
Meets Grizzly
are more hopeful than they have been for some years
for a majority of victories. With a state title in foot
ball, the State College team comes determined to make a clean sweep
of affairs and take back with them a good lead on the present series.
The traditional rivalry between Montana State and the State Uni
versity need hardly be mentioned. Any game between the two is a
red-letter day for students at.either institution, and not only University
fans but State students as well will anxiously await the returns of the
games tonight and tomorrow night.
As for every Bobcat battle, a packed gymnasium will see the game
tonight. We need not urge you to cheer the Grizzlies on, because State
University students never fail to fight against the Bobcats. The games
are the main current of talk on the campus, and our only warning to
you is to go early if you want a seat.

CAUGHT BY THE CAMPUS CAMERA
Lew LewandowskFs fighting Griz
zlies preparing for a fierce encounter
with an ancient Bobcat foe; men’s
gym, tonight—Central Board unani
mously selecting Ted (Midnight) Mellinger as the new A.S.U.M. business
manager — Tom Coleman and Dick
Schneider standing within the sacred
portals of the A.S.U.M. office—Margot
Milne complaining that the Phi Slg
hell-week activities are interfering
with the Knppa beauty sleep—Evelyn
Wcmple telling members of her public
speaking class that she could care for
a certain tall, curly-halred member of
the business office in a big way—
Hazel Mumm majoring in charm be
hind the same old window—Pat Regan
insisting that the Alumnus’ postage
charge should only be one cent—-H. It.
Greene plagarlzlng the Broadcaster’s
line as he discusses Technocracy to
the Jewish engineers—Campus males
bemoaning the fact that there may be
no meals for Co-ed guests — Jane
Tncker still poutlng-because the busi
ness office left her off the Honor Roll
—Mary (More Copy) Woody, and Rath
(More Ads) Harrlgan reading a very
charming note left by the janitor in
the Sentinel office.
There are more than 6,000 numbers
in the new Missoula phone directory.
No wonder co-eds are having such
a hard time getting hold ot us for
Co-ed Formal dates.

Outstanding in the events of this week-end are the Grizzly Band
dance tonight at the men’s gymnasium and the Delta Delta Delta
Treasure Hunt which will be held tomorrow night. The Treasure Hunt
promises to be one of the most unusual functions of the year as this
is the first time a party of this kind has been given on the campus.
Among the other social events listed for this week-end are the Sigma
Kappa formal and the Alpha Xi Delta, Delta Gamma and Sigma Alpha
Epsilon firesides.
North HaU
Maxine Davis was tbe guest of Mar
jorie Shaw at dinner Wednesday.
Frances Smith and Harriet Gillespie
were guests of Norma Hammer at din
ner Wednesday evening.
Marlon Smith and Kay Bailey were
dinner guests ot Elolse Ruffcorn Wed
nesday evening.
Lina Greene and Evelyn Hemgren
were guests of Margaret Blelenberg
at dinner Wednesday evening.
Martha Busey was a Wednesday
night dinner guest of Marian Lewellen.
Kathleen FitzGerald and Ruth Polleys were the guests of Eleanor Pot
ter at dinner Wednesday.
Katherine Thrailklll was Rosemary
Gillie’s guest at dinner Wednesday.
Mrs. Mary Burke was the house
guest of Miss La Greta Lowman at
North hall this week.
Miss Billie Kester returned to Hel
ena Tuesday after spending the week
at North hall.
Ruth Pejham is spending several
days at her home in Butte where she
was called by the death of her grand
mother.
Jane Leonard is spending the week
end in Butte.
Mary Hobbins and Helen Scott left
today for Butte where they will spend
the week-end with their parents.

The collegiate man-of-the-mlnute is
Prof. A. A. Monadnock, Instructor of
geology at Colgate (pink-toothbrush
to you). His astounding researches
recently led him to a solution of the
world economic crisis. The professor
says that all major difficulties can,
Corbin Hall
and probably will be, easily wiped out
Mary Beth MacKenzie was a dinner
by the forthcoming Ice Age, which he
guest of Edith Atkinson Wednesday.
calculates, Is only 5,000 years hence,
Ada Wood and Laura Martin went
Other theoretical solutions (including
to Hamilton Tuesday evening to at
Technocracy) he contends, will take
tend a basketball game.
much longer than 5,000 years to be
Dean Harriet Sedman was a dinner
come effective.
guest at Corbin hall Wednesday eve
ning.
“If I were the Mussolini of the un
Bernice O’Rourke will spend this
employed,” says Roger Babson, “I
week-end at her home in Helena.
would start a nation-wide educational
Dinner guests of Frances Graves
campaign to create legitimate demand
Wednesday evening were Mary Buckfor goods.”
son and Ruth Harris.
Sure. That’s the trouble with the
unemployed—they're like college boys
Treasure Hunt
—too self-satisfied.
Thirty couples will leave the Delta
Delta Delta house tomorrow night in
Student debaters will not retire
search of fifty articles varying in
While there’s a hall that they can hire. size, type and location. The hunt will
last one hour and at the end of that
PROFESSORS BO IT, TOO
time the couples will return to the
There’s no discouragement, however chapter house where a prize will be
awarded
to the couple successful in
nude,
No repartee, however brief and finding the most After the Treasure
Hunt an informal fireside will be held
keen,
Can unconvince the cluck who insists, at the chapter hpuse with Capt. and
Mrs. Fred Rogers, Mrs. Morna Evans
“You’d
Agree if you could see just what I and Mrs. C. E. Hyde acting as chap
erons.
mean.”
Alpha Chi Supper
Scientists say that women are losing
their voices as a result ot smoking too Alpha Chi Omega entertained at the
third
of
a
series of suppers in honor
many cigarettes.
Do you suppose we can depend on of members ot the University faculty
Thursday
evening.
Guests were Dr.
that?
and Mrs. J. P. Rowe, Prof, and Mrs.
And after Co-ed comes Foresters Brassil Fitzgerald, Mr. and Mrs. Dar
rell Parker, Dr. and Mrs. J. E. Miller,
Brawl.
TECHNOCRACY ENTERS THE
REALM OF PSYCHOLOGY

Just to prove that neither Technoc
racy nor the depression has halted the
upward march of higher education,
A student at Beloit college broke his shoulder when he fell asleep American engineers have invented a
while studying. For a long time we have felt that the Library seats machine able to give intelligence
should be equipped with safety belts for the benefit of the earnest tests.
student.
It will probably replace all professorts ot psychology.

a more tactful and diplomatic way ot
making home-brew illegal.
Incidentally, it is less than 60 days
till Spring quarter.
LAST-MINUTE PRAYER BEFORE
CO-ED FORMAL

Dear God,
It isn’t that I like to dance,
Wear soup-and-fish, with striped
pants;
'
A woman in Pennsylvania divorced her husband because he took
College life will never be perfect, It isn’t the formality
all the bed covers. Judging from this, we know a lot of fraternity however, until we have a machine That means so very much to me . . .
men who should have their pins jerked.
that’ll take intelligence tests—and It's just the idea of the thing.
put ’em away and forget about ’em.

Huey P. Long, after one year in the senate is “ tired of serving.”
Many people admit he has been serving the “Whooey” much too Long. Co-eds cool to College Johns

Spend their week-ends feeding swans.

Drat the luck! Now that a dollar is worth $1.25, the man without
Hell-weeks come, but slowly go
a dollar is twb bits worse than broke.— U. S. C. Daily Trojan.
The freshmen seem to like them so.

Independents Hold
Ice Carnival Party
A skating party, in the form ot an
ice carnival, was given by the Inde
pendents Sunday night on the For
estry School rink. Races and skating
games were the principal entertain
ment ol the evening. Vivian Bower
won the girls' race, while Arthur
DeBord and Mary Knoble won the
boys’ and girls’ handicap* race. Mr.
and Mrs. Chandler Jensen won the

couple race, Herbert Brandenburg and
Arthur DeBord won the boys’ relay
race and Emma Bravo won the fancy
skating contest.
“We hope to have several more skat
ing parties If favorable weather coni
tlnues,” said Icyle Rich, who was in
charge of the party.
Letha M. Williamson, who was grad
uated from the School of Pharmacy at
the State University in 1923, Is em
ployed as a pharmacist for. Welch's
Drug company at Libby, Mont.

Prof, and Mrs. B. E. Thomas, Dr. and
Mrs. C. W. Waters, Dr. and Mrs. Free
man Daughters, Eileen Crego, Melva
Garrison and Frances Jefferson.
Faculty Dinner
A depression dinner was held at
Corbin hall Thursday night for the
University faculty. One hundred and
twenty guests were in attendance and
a mock radio program succeeded the
banquet. The guests were in costume
to suit the occasion. Mrs. C. H. Rledell and T. G. Swearingen were in
charge of the arrangements.
Bridge Party
Mother’s club of Sigma Phi Epsilon
fraternity entertained at bridge at the
chapter house Wednesday evening.
About forty-four guests were present.
High scores were held by Bill Gal
lagher and Mrs. Ernest McCray.
Maxine Fowler was a dinner guest
at the Kappa Delta house Wednesday
evening.
-Guests at the Delta Sigma Lambda
house for dinner last night were Ed
Simons and George Roskie.
Bill Youlden and Ed Dussault were
dinner guests at the Sigma Nu house
Wednesday night
Tevis Hoblitt was a guest at the
Phi Sigma Kappa house for dinner
Wednesday evening.
Dinner guests at the Sigma Chi
house Wednesday evening were F. E.
Hayes and Bernie Hornbeck of Butte.
Dorothy Fetterly was a dinner guest
at the Kappa Delta house last night.
Bob Rice was a guest at the Sigma
Nu house for lunch Tuesday.
Ray Rocene was a dinner guest at
the Sigma Chi house Wednesday.
Harry Hamill was a guest at the
Phi Sigma Kappa house for dinner
Wednesday.
Mrs. Morna Reed Evans, Whitehall,
is a guest at the Delta Delta Delta
house this week.
Sigma Nu announces the pledging
of Ryland Walford.Eileen Jennings was a luncheon
guest at the Delta Gamma house
Thursday.
Gordon Rognllen of Kalispell was
a guest at the Phi Delta Theta house
Tuesday.
Jack Oliver was a guest at the
Sigma Alpha Epsilon house for dinner
Tuesday evening.
William Murphy, Butte, and Joseph
Clutch, Roundup, were dinner guests
at the Alpha Tau Omega house Mon
day evening.
Hanalee Headley was a dinner guest
at the Alpha Chi Omega house Thurs
day.
Tuesday night dinner guests at the
Kappa Kappa Gamma house were
Ruth Russell, Rosemary Gillie and
Katherine Thrailklll.
Betty Thompson and Miss Anne Platt
were dinner guests at Oje Alpha XI
Delta house Wednesday night.
Helen Halloran was a dinner guest
at the Kappa Kappa Gamma house
last night.
BUlte Kester was a luncheon guest
at the Kappa Kappa Gamma house
Tuesday.
Dinner guests at the Kappa Kappa
Gamma house last night were Betty
Evans, Virginia Nelson, Helen Marie
Donahue, Jane Turner, Katherine Slnnott, Eleanor Potter, Mary Kohn and
Betty Ann Polleys.

a t Montana
DELTA SIGMA LAMBDA
Theta chapter of Delta Sigma
Lambda was one of the last national
fraternities to be organized on this
campus. In 1927, Templars, which
had been formed as a local fraternity
in 1923, petitioned for and received a
charter from Delta Sigma Lambda.
Although it is one of the youngest
groups on the campus it has taken an
active part in campus activities. In
1930 this chapter won Track Meet dec
orations award and has for several
years competed in Varsity Vodvll
During the past few years the mem
bers of this group have been among
the leaders in scholarship on the cam
pus. Several Delta Sigma Lambdas
have been prominent in campus or
ganizations such as Silent Sentinel,
Central Board, Sigma Delta Chi, Alpha
Kappa Psi, Kappa Psl and Bear Paw
Among the well-known members of
this fraternity were Dick and Bob
Davis, track and basketball men;
Lowel) Dally, a member ot the varsity
football squad, and Everett Logan,
varsity basketball man.
A number of the faculty members
at the State University are Delta
Sigma Lambdas. Among them are
Dean C. E. Mollett of the School of
Pharmacy; E. R. Sanford, professor
o r business administration, and B. E.
Thomas, professor of foreign lan
guages.
The national organization of Delta
Sigma Lambda was founded at the
University of California at Berkeley,
September 9, 1921.

Communication
To the Editor:
You have invited communications.
If “Evil communications corrupt good
manners,” might one hope that proper
communications would do some good?
Volla!
The writer has been reacting
strongly to the disreputable appear
ance of various entrances, stairways
and corridors of campus buildings, for
Instance, Craig hall. If one had the
vitriolic pen of Swift and the comfort
able anonymity of Stella, one might
say what pne really thought about the
people responsible for that disgrace
ful exhibition.
It would be a long step back into
the world my generation supported,
for professors to assume any police
duties in regard to the disposal of.
cigarette stubs, matches, package
wrappers, etc. With all the gloomy
forecasts about it, 1933 would offer a
gleam of hope if students assumed in
dividual responsibility for the proper
care and preservation of the appear
ance of their class buildings, and
undertook to make their low opinion
of less well-intentioned students
sternly felt. It is odd that mass psy
chology so often works to tear down
and is with such difficulty mobilized
to build up. I am wondering what the
effect of a few good “belly laughs"
would have oh careless students. I
propose the lettering and posting of
some such signs as these, in strategic
points:
“Waste Receptacle! Don’t Waste
It!”
“Improve Your Aim! One Good Toss
Deserves Another!"
“This Building Reserved for Use of

Ramon

On our way to school this morning
we encountered our first quantity of
1933 Aggie hate . . .
Welcome ■home. It’s been lacking
for some time.

NOVARRO

Congress now wants to abolish
Spring quarter. That is, the Collier
Beer bill. It passed, will make It Illegal
to home-brew beer without first pur
chasing a $1,000 license.
We suggest that Congress pass a
law against beer containing more than
three per cent sediment. That will be

~ Son Daughter”

Helen

HAYES
COMING SUNDAY!

Victor McLaglen Edmond Lowe

A group of discussion meetings**
current business and economic .e f t
jects to be held on the campus dorm
this quarter Is being sponsored by K
School of Business Administration,
each meeting material on the sub.
to be discussed will be presented
several different speakers.
*
The meetings will be open to fact
members who care to take part in
enterprise. Various citizens in P
soula have expressed their int^t
and also will be present.
Since it is desirable to know
number Interested in order that
suitable hall may be chosen, and si
It is impossible with so little timemake a canvass of the faculty, R
Line, dean of the School ot Busin
Administration, is requesting th a t;
ulty. members who care to join
group call him and receive in.
lng which took place Tuesday «
ning.

Library Receives
Gift Subscripts
“Esperanto,” Monthly Magazine,
New Addition to Shelves
“Esperanto," a monthly maga:
published by the Universal Espera
association at Geneva, has been isented to the Library by the lo
Esperanto club.
Tbe periodical embodies the usmagazine features, articles, editor
and advertising. The current is
carries an article on the Oriental
uatlon, and other problems of w<
Interest are discussed in its pages
Sent to all countries ot the wo
it is expected that this magazine
be an organ to spread Interest in
universal language.
The class now being instructed
progressing rapidly. Visitors are
come to attend the classes and if
become interested may join the c
Humans. Please Keep Out Pigs
Other Lower Animals!”
(That last is suggested on the
sumption that higher education is i
possible for higher orders of be
and one suspects that there are
least a few social and spiritual mt'i
icks in the student body, judging;
their tracks.)
I don’t flatter myself that the ab>
are guaranteed to' create botuul
belly laughs. Some bellys are hai'
to tickle than that! But someth
like that might -be effective and
high time that "something should
done about i t ”
INNOCENT BYSTANDER

G irls...
Don’t forget those gardeni;
boutonnieres for Co-ed For
mal. Place your orders now
at

Heinrich’s Flowers

DONOHUE’S
End-of-Season Cleanup

W O M E N ’S COATS
AND DRESSES

BEAT THE BOBCATSI

PRICE

FOX-WILMA FOX-RIALTO
TODAY and SATURDAY!

Missoula Residents Also May J | l
In Discussion; First Meeting |
Was Tuesday Evening

TODAY and SATURDAY)

“NIGHT CLUB
LADY”
With a Fine Cost Which Includes.

Aldophe Mertjou

%

v

A n d Less

Coats Now $4.00 to $19,00
Formerly $10,95 to $50.00

COMING SUNDAY!

James Cagney

—- In —

In His Newest—and Best

“HOT PEPPER”

*Hard to Handle *1

Dresses Now $2- 5o, $4.00, $6,00
Formerly $5,95 to $39.75
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j Boxers, Wrestlers
j Bobcat Stars Who Will Defend State LaureUjn\Series Beginning Tonight ^ t s and Sciences
Grizzly Five Will Meet
Perform for
Hold First Place
\ Traditional Rivals Here
In Hockey League
In W eek-en d Tussles

Club

Members of the State University
boxing and wrestling classes were the
principals of an amateur athletic card
Foresters Drop to Second Place staged for the Lions club at the meet
With Independents; Lawyers
ing Monday evening.
Are In Cellar
Jack Cougill and Dick Lovely, com
ing challengers in the “M” Club tourIntramural hockey reached the sec- nament, showed their wares in a
Iond round with the Arts and Sciences wre8tling match Bob pemiergast,
Jteam jumping into the lead with two state University bantamweight chamvictories and no losses. The Foresters plon( against Howard Welton, and Jim
and Independents each have a win Stephenson against Joseph Ferrara
and a loss marked up, while the Law fllled the remainder of the program
team holds the cellar position with with two short exhibition boxing contwo defeats.
tests. The wrestling match was refArts and Sciences-!? oresters
creed by Ted Cooney, and the boxing
I Arts and Sciences maintained its j was handled by Cale Crowley, instrucwinning pace by turning back a stub tors at the University.
born attack by the Forestry team, 4-2.
Grattan scored three times for the
WARFORD IS SPEAKER
winners, and Goodacre held up the
Rev. O. R. Warlord was a dinner
Forester’s attack with two goals.
Arts and Science (4) Foresters (2) guest and after dinner speaker at
Akin ........................................ Dobrinz South hall Wednesday evening. The
subject of Reverend Warford’s talk
Goalie
Thibodeau ( 1 ) ...................... Brooks was, “Repeal of the Ten Command
ments and the Eighteenth Amendment.’’
Defense
____________ Evenson
Davis
Schrock (1) ...... ............ Sheehan (1)
Defense
Wing
Hazelbaker
.............. Goodacre (2)
Hamma ____ _____________ Corette
Wing
Wing
Kinonen
.... .........
__..Landall
Goodacre (3)
........Anderson (1)
Wing
Center
Grattan (3) ......... -............_..Austen
Spares:
Law—Davenport,
Chapman
Center
Spares: Foresters—-Lawrence and and McCaffery.
Bob Cooney.
Independents-Law
The Independents defeated the Law
team, 4-2, yesterday when Goodacre
and Schrock started a scoring com
bination that fooled the losers’ de
fense. Brown starred for the Lawyers,
stopping many tries at the net.
Independents (4)
Law (2)
........ Brown
Lawrence ..
Goalie

JMkats, With Many Years of Superiority in Basketball, Will Bid
Strongly for Premier Position in State Intercollegiate
Hoop Championship Race
Grizzly teams have for many years been criticized for their notice,4>ie lack of fight. Seldom has that absence been noted in GrizzlyBobcat tilts, and Coach A. J. Lewandowski and his proteges evidently
pjan on giving the Cats and the Grizzly adherents a full portion of

fight for the games tonight and to-O-----------------------------------------------morrow. “Take the Cats” has been
the sentiment of the Grizzly cagers
for the final few days of preparation
for the encounters with their tradi
tional rivals from the Gallatin district.
Two Strong Teams
The Aggies will find two capable Upsets Dethrone Favorite Teams
ires to contest their state championFrom Top Positions; Kappa Sigs
hip threat this year. One, and probAnd D. S. L.’s Lose
iMy the one to start the tussel, in
cludes “Buck” Heller at center, Jim Upsets comprised the crowning fea
trown and Bill Erickson or Dave Fltz- ture of the Interfraternity Basketball
;erald at forward, with Bill Hileman league, in which the favorite teams
ind Dick Fox guarding for the home lost contests that were expected to go
earn. A1 Dahlberg, another lanky to them. Delta Sigma Lambda and
•enter, will alternate at the pivot posi- Kappa Sigma went from the top of
ion with his sharp shooting teammate, the standings with defeats, leaving the
feller.
Phi Delta and Sigma Chis in a tie for
The reserve aggregation has, besides the lead.
lahlberg at center, Lewis Steensland
ludependents-Sigma Xu
nd either Fitzgerald or Erickson at
orward, and Cal Emery, Don Hollo- The Independents started the week’s
,ay and Dale Hinman alternating at play Tuesday evening with a 25-20
victory over the Sigma Nu’s. Shawl
uard.
led the scoring with a total of 101
Varsity Shows Up Well
points, and Price followed closely
Coach Lewandowski started the re- | nine tallies.
erves against the Cubs in practice
Independents (25) Sigma Nn (20)
•esterday and saw his men run up a
Wheaton, f ....... ............ Blaskovich, f
uge score on the yearlings. The de
Shaw, f (10) ....
..... Price, f (9)
base against Bobcat formations was
White, c (3) ... .......... Kemple, c (1)
ood and the men were hitting the
Jones, g (1) .... ............ Corkish, g (2)
asket with a greater degree of regElsethagen, g .... .......... _...Culver, g (6)
Defense
larlty than has been noted in past
rang out the victory call of the Grizzly under the Bobcat scoring column and
Substitutions: Independents—Linderessions. The example set by the re
the timer had his gun ready to end
ones.
berg (4), Hansell, Holmquist (7), Hed,
Defense
serves was augmented by the regular
the game. Only thirty seconds to go
Bobcats Win in 1913
ine; Sigma Nu—O’Brien and Mee
live. The score mounted higher and
Twenty years have passed since the and Ted Illman broke fast, sent a
han (2).
Lie frosh were allowed fewer shots at
memorial contest of 1913. In the first difficult side shot over his shoulder
Sigma Chi-Plii Sigs
tie hoop.
game played at Missoula, the Grizzlies to tie the score. In the extra period,
Lewandowski described the practice Playing a brand of basketball that
downed the Bobcats, 19-16. Then the Force Baney broke lose to drop three
being “good.” The session was kept it on the top of the league stand
Grizzlies journeyed over to Bozeman field goals. The final gun found the
port and the men are keyed up for ing, Sigma Chi defeated Phi Sigma
to meet the Cats on their home court. game, State University 35, State Col
Kappa, 25-17, Tuesday evening. Blastic State College Basketball Squads
fie Cats tonight.
The Bobcats won. Then the cry went lege 31.
of the Sigma Chi team was high point
Have Won Eleven Contests
Bobcats Show Fight Also
up, "Who is state champion?” Neither Tonight the Grizzly finds the Bob
man for both teams, scoring 12 points.
In Twenty-Years
school was willing to accept a tie for cat in the weakest conditions in years.
|i Word comes from Bozeman that the
Sigma Chi (25)
Phi Sig (17)
kobcats are in shape to defend their
the title, so a playoff was arranged Tonight the Grizzly has the finest
Lemire, f (2) __________Cox, f (5)
Exactly eleven times in the more and played in Helena. The victory chance to give the victory bell in Main
i.afe championship with a strong deBlastic, f (12).............Cushman, f (2)
I nse and the fight that nearly upset
than twenty years of Grizzly-Bobcat became the glory of the State College, Hall tower a better chance to ring than
NINE MASTER MUSICIANS—NBC ARTISTS
Talbot, c (6)—.....___ r...Hoimold, c (2)
that old bell has had in years, since
|<e much superior Brigham Young
acore' 21-13.
Men 75 Cents
Ladies 25 Cents
McLain, g (1) __________ Furlong, g basketball feuds has the local bear
I ilversity- last week. The defensive
remember the sharpshooting way back to the days of the first Bob
Judge, g ___ !_......Brandenburg, g (6) been the conquerer of the State Col
of a great Bobcat ace in the second cat “Wonder” team.
| rength of the Cats against B. Y. U.
Substitutions: Sigma Chi—Holtine lege Bobcat. No less than on eight
s been of a finer caliber than any
game played here in 1925. Hartwig,
(4); Phi Sigs—Teegarden (2), Mel- een occasions has the Cat triumphed
k own by Dyche’s men so far this seain the later part of the second game
linger.
j n. The score at half time was 12-10
over the Grizzly. Tonight and tomor in Missoula, sank. 11 distance shots
S.
A.
E.-D.
S.
L.
' ,th the Cougars leading. This is. the
row these two ancient rivals renew to defeat the Grizzlies who had led
I west half score either team has George Kuka threw a basket in the their feud. The issue is in doubt and 13-2 during the earlier stages of the
ken in conference. competition, ac- extra period to decide a thrilling over the paper percentages accord to both tussle. Just the night before the Griz
time battle in which the Sig Alphs teams an equal opportunity to add zlies had taken a 28-22 hard-earned
H rdlng to both coaches'.- »
■ Buzzetti, the lone star of the Bobcat won from the D. S. L. quint, 14-12. another win to their already long list. win from the Cats. Those were the
■ uad, found himself splendidly McEacheron of the * winners and For the Bobcats it means the con days of Ted Illman and Jiggs Dahl
H cked up by the' entire team, espe- Castles of the D. S. L.’s shared high tinuation of their seven years of state berg.
k illy by Captain Breeden. Breeden point honors with six tallies apiece. basketball championship which began
Grizzlies Win In 1920
D. S. L. (12) in 1926 witli the first of the now fa The last year that found the Grizzly
n d Buzzetti held Nelson and Millet S. A. E. (14)
ir Cougar forwards, to six points McEacheron, f (6) ...............Miller, f mous Golden Bobcats. It was also Bear and the Bobcat at a par on the
r the entire game. Crain, center Raff, f (2) ........._......... Castles, f (6) the downfall of the State University basketball court was in 1920. The)
d also a strong defensive player, DeBord, c (3) ...............Kneivel, c (4) on the hoop court and the last time score was 29-27 with the long side
dd the high scoring McOmber to Kuka, g (3) .......................Aldrich, g that the Grizzly won from the Cat.
;ht points, the highest individual Shultz, g .... _ _ .............. .White, g (2) Just a year ago a fighting Grizzly
Substitutions: S. A. E.—Mattson and eked out a win over the state cham
ore.
Dyche probably will start Crain at Lambert; D. S. L.—Disney, Myers and pions from Bozeman and for the first
nter, Breeden and Buzzetti at guard, McCulloch.
time since that thrilling night eight
d Young and Wendt' or Martin at
years ago, the bell in Main Hail tower
Fill Delt-A. T. 0,
■ward.
In the- second game Wednesday eve
ma Nil—Blaskovich, Davis and DusTeams Evenly Hatched
ning, the Phi Dolt team romped over
DR. EMERSON STONE
sault, ■
Comparative scores mean little Jthe A. T. O. quint, 28-18. Crowley,
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
The week’s schedule will be com
en the Grizzlies and the Bobcats Sullivan and Davison led the winners'
Rooms
8 and 9, Higgins Building
pleted Saturday morning with two
Phone 4097
gle. The Grizzlies defeated Meiji attack, while Watson and Prather up
games. Kappa Sigma and Sigma
iversity by a slightly larger score held the scoring attack of the A.T.O.’s.
Alpha Epsilon meet at 10 o'clock, and
in did the Bobcats. On the other Fill Belts (28)
A, T. 0. (18)
DR.
J.
L. MURPHY
the Phi Delts play the Independents
nd, the latter defeated the Carroll Crowley, f (8) .............. Roberts, f (4)
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
at 11 o’clock.
.....................
.....
Coyle,
f
Morrell,
f
'(2)
lege Saints twice, but last week the
205 Montana Block
izzlies fell prey to those saute Maury, c (4) ............. -Watson, c (5)
nts. On paper the two teams are Sullivan, g (6) .............. Stroup, g (4)
DR. A. G. WHALEY
mly matched;'with perhaps a slight Davison, g (6) .............. Prather, g (5)
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
re in favor of the Cats,-hut no one Substitutions: Phi Delt—Lacklen,
2 blocks from Campus
100 E, Broadway—Phone 4104
i ever yet been able to predict the Kenn’edy (2), Berg; A. T. O.—Wade,
$25 per month
Hosts of heavenly
come of a Grizzly-Bobcat game.
Fellows, Smoot, Lpwney and Ragsdale. 441 Daly
Ph. 4237
finest-rayon frocks!
DR. GEORGIA COSTIGAN
Kappa Slg-S. P. E,
We’ll welcome a trial by day or
Brilliant advance styles you’ll shine in
CHIROPODIST
' The league-leading Kappa Sigs hit a
206 Wilma
week.
everywhere. Smart high neck treat
slump Thursday evening and fell be
lllllllllllllllllllil|IIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII|l||l|||||llli|||||||||||||,i|||tl|||||„||
ments. Glamorous sleeves! Vivid col
fore the accurate shooting of the S. P.
ors! How your eyes will sparkle as you
E. team, 17-19. The game was rough,
make off with two and three!
both teams being called frequently for
Recommended for Publication fouls. Kent led the scoring with 10
In Mathematical Journal
points.
Kappa Sigs (17)
S, P. E. (19)
* Plain
paper entitled “The Cubic x Lewon, f (6) ..... _„_____ Corieli, f (2)
that your fraternity or sorority correspondence
ftared y Squared z Squared Minus Anderson, f (2) .... ....... ........ Skoog f
colors
o xyz Equals One,” by Prof. A. S. Stansberry, c (2) . .... Lockridge, c (3)
be carried on in a business-like manner. One
| rrill, has been recommended for Storey, g (5) .a,—...... ...... Rent, g (10)
o f the greatest aids in doing so is to equip your
plication in the Department of Ques- Silfast, g ... ........____ Jackson, g (4)
* Prints
Notes and Discussions of the Substitutions: Kappa Sigs—Long
officers with
[erican Mathematical Monthly,
(1), Calder (1); S. P. E.—McGlIIvary
here is a model of the solid repre- and Limpus.
ted by this equation on display in
D. S. L.-.Sigma Xu
* Plain
fessor Merrill’s office at Craig hall, Delta Sigma Lambda redeemed itself
ch was constructed in the State for fts previous defeat by trouncing
with
suitable for all occasions and needs. Y o u will
: verslty carpenter shop.
the Sigma Nus, 27-18, last night. Every
print
create a good impression by having exclusive
is used in connection with the player on the winners’ team was “hot,’
p>ry pt multiple correlations which but Aldrich led the scoring with nine
printed stationery for your fraternal business.
used in articles designed partlc- points. Previs and Price starred for
ly to interest undergraduate math- the losers,
"The Campus Print Shop for Campus Printing”
iticians.
Sigma Xu (18)
B. S. L. (27)
| he office of the registrar uses the Miller, f (6) ....
____ Price, f (5)
pry of multiple correlations to some McCulloch, f (2)
----- Culver, f (3)
■nt in forecasting college- grades Kneivel, c (6) _.
____Previs, c (6)
;roups of students on the basis of Aldrich, g (9)
.... Meehan, g (2)
On the Campus
i school grades plus the results White, g (4 )__
—Corkish, g (2)
psychological tested
Substitutions: D. S. L.—Myers; Slg-
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Famous Paul Bunyan Story Found
Manuscripts Will the Males
Eat at Expense
Plausible by Aerial Photographer Due Today
Round River Named By Veteran Woodsman Is Discovered from Air
By Forestry Service Aviator
Fireside yams of that gigantic veteran woodsman of the west— Paul
Bunyan—have always been regarded as legendary fables, but Howard
Flint of the Forest Service proved to an assembly of Druids Wednesday
night that aerial photography has revealed that at least one of Paul’s
far-fetched stories is authentic. It ifl ^
Just another proof of the old bromide,
"truth is stranger than fiction.”
While doing some photography work
for the government one summer day,
Flint caught Round river in his cam
era finder. This river is famous and
provides the basis for one of Paul's Former Professor Writes of First
most popular stories.
Dance; Pictures of Past
Legend of Round River
Affairs Attract Attention
According to the legend, it was the
spring after the big blue snow when Paul Bunyan’s big night featuring
Paul made the strangest river drive the Foresters’ “Hoedown,” a premier
ever to be recorded. He sent his logs campus social event of the season, is
down the river for several weeks but attracting much attention.
strange to say he found that they A picture display placed recently on
never arrived at his mill. He waited the notice board in the Forestry build
for weeks but no logs entered the ing by Chief Push Evenson showing
scenes of the “balls of yesterday” has
mill pond.
Paul was baffled and he decided been the source of much comment
that he must solve the mystery. Upon from professors, alumni and old stu
inspecting the river carefully he dis dents.
Former Professor Writes
covered that his drive was traversing
an endless river. It flowed in a circle In an excerpt taken from a letter
with no source or mouth. The vet written by James H. Bonner, former
eran logger was dismayed and be gave School of Forestry professor, he says:
up the project and named it Round “I see it’s pretty near time for the
Foresters' Ball. I had considerable to
river.
do with putting on the first one, and
In KallspeH District
Among the pictures which Flint several that followed. That was be
showed to the Druids was a photo fore the time of Dean Spaulding or any
graph of Round river located three of the present members of the School
miles southeast of Kallspell. This of Forestry faculty. There were only
photograph was taken from a plane three of us the first year. Professor
at a height of 15,000 feet above sea Skeels, Drake and myself. Skeels was
busy with the administrative work,
level.
The Forest Service photographer and letting it be known through the
state
that there was such a school.
told the Druids that aerial photog
raphy is a great aid to the service. Drake was building up the relations
between
the Forest Service and the
“Planes used for photography work
must be of excellent construction," school in order to develop jobs for stu
said Flint. “The pilot has a difficult dents, and it fell to me to start build
task as the ship must gain a 16,000 ing up a few traditions and a sort of
feet altitude which takes an hour and esplrit de corps among the studeifts.
Need for Unity Felt
only one out of five pilots make good
operators in photography work. The “At first they were divided pretty
much
in
cliques, with little in com
pilot must fly solely by land marks
which is difficult because of the alti mon. Rangers from the Forest Serv
tude. Water courses make the best ice enrolled for the winter quarter.
Then, students received more instruc
landmarks.
tion in cruising, surveying and work
Photographs Difficult to Obtain
requiring field trips, consequently,
“During the summer of 1932 there they wore -field clothes to classes,
were only 45 out of 120 days which smoked and chewed In class and were
were suitable for aerial picture work considered generally as roughnecks.
and only 26 days when the photog “It was during this time that we
rapher could work a full day. The decided to put on a ball that was dif
best work is done from 9:30 o’clock ferent and a decided contrast to the
in the forenopn to 3:30 o'clock In the ‘dress-up’ affairs given annually.
afternoon. Spring, fall and winter Everyone wore clothes appropriate in
work is virtually impossible.
a logging camp featuring the old west.
“Oxygen is a problem as the atmos The ‘timber willies’ put on a ball that
phere is thin,” stated Flint. Temper year and it was a knock-out from the
atures range from 20 to 41 degrees first.
Fahrenheit at 15,000 feet and operBlschoff Damages Gym
>ators wear woolens even on the warm “I think Paul Blschoff is about the
days.
only one there now that remembers
“Two years ago aerial photograph the big night. He wore a big ‘gat’
ers using a five-lens camera and two that night but couldn’t get any blank
hours flying time, shot 3,600 square shells, so he shot real cartridges. The
miles of the state of Maine. During authorities couldn’t figure out why all
an experiment in Germany with one of a sudden the roof in the men’s gym
exposure the operator shot 212 square nasium commenced to leak in so many
miles.”
places the first rain after the dance.
Flint has photographed the Clear They never thought to ask Paul about
water and Selway districts in Idaho It”
and the Kootenai reserve in Montana. Since the inception of the School of
Forestry in 1914 the foresters have
RECEIVES SECRETARIAL JOB
inaugurated many traditions and today
Margaret Brown, former student they remain unshaken. The Forestry
and secretary in the Correspondence Kalmin, the Ball, Forestry club,
Study department, who left here last Druids and many other minor activi
September for New York, has secured ties do much to hold student interest.
a secretarial position at the Bankers’ James' Bonner was the man who
Trust company on Wall street. Prior surveyed and laid out the present site
to this, she worked in Macy’s depart for the “M” on Mt. Sentinel.

Students, Faculty
A re Interested
In Annual Ball

ment store in New York.

GRAD WORKS AT ST. LOUIS

Macintosh

APPLES 25c Box
Bitter Root Marked

Dr. J. D. O’Connor, a graduate of
the School of Pharmacy in 1926, is a
resident physician for the Barnard
Free Skin and Cancer hospital at St.
Louis, Mo., at the present time. After
leaving the State University he at
tended the St. Lonis College of Medi
cine.

Associated Students’ Store
STUDENTS’ HEADQUARTERS
for their

FUN ■ REST ■ GOSS P ■ EATS
BOOKS AND SCHOOL SUPPLIES

T he Co-op*-On the C am pus
The Phice of Good Fellowship

For V odvil
Idea Originated By Confectionery
Proprietor; Later Became
Student Production
Manuscripts for Varsity Vodvil acts
should be turned in to Dick Schneider
before 4 o’clock this afternoon. Fif
teen groups have signified their in
tention of entering this year’s produc
tion. The seven-act show to Be pre
sented March 3 will mark the twentythird year in the history of Varsity
Vodvil.
It originated as an idea not of the
students themselves but O. M. Elton,
proprietor of the Nonpareil confec
tionery, who in December, 1911 offered
the A. S. U. M. 40 per cent of the
store’s proceeds for the day, Friday,
December 3, which was designated
A. S. U. M. Day at the Nonpareil. Stu
dents were urged by the A. S. U. M.
to patronize the store on that day. In
commenting upon the event, the Kaimin for December 7, 1911, calls the
event a “red letter day in the calendar
of every student of the University,”
and in a later edition tells how the
event “marked the successful launch
ing of a custom which cannot help but
be attended with the very beBt re
sults.” The occasion netted the A. S.
U. M. $20.90.
Second A. S. U. II. Day
The next year the Nonpareil made
the same offer for the A. S. U. M„ this
time promising 25 per cent of the net
proceeds, and the Bijou theater Joined
in the spirit of the thing with a like
proffer. At the theater, along with
a special picture, slides of campus
scenes were shown.
In 1913 University students ap
peared for the first time on the pro
gram for the A S. U. M. Night, as it
was now known, when the University
male quartet appeared as an added
attraction at the Bijou theater. The
net returns to the A. S. U. M. that
night were $41.
The next year the night was han
dled under the same arrangement but
with still more students appearing on
the program. These included a Sigma
Nu quartet with “ballads on local sub
jects,” a Sigma Chi string instrument
trio, and a skit, “Tubbing a Frosh,”
by Iota Nu (Phi Sigma Kappa).
First Organized In 1915
Following that performance the first
attempt at an organized program was
made, and in 1915 A. S. U. M. Night
featured a show only, handled and
given by the students. Among other
things on the program were a box
ing match, and the first appearance
of the quartet from the State Uni
versity Glee club.
In 1917 a show which had been
scheduled for May 4 was cancelled
less than a week before appearance
because the acts had been broken up
by boys enlisting for the war or going
to farms to aid in the work.
Varsity Vodvil was the title given
the show in 1920 when it appeared as
a seven-act performance at the Lib
erty theater. The acts were still not
handled exclusively-by the campus so
cial groups, but also included the Uni
versity quartet and the University Art
league.
Silver Cup Offered
In 1921 the acts were sponsored by
the different groups and a silver cup
was offered by the A. S. U. M. to the
best of the ten acts presented on the
program. The Sigma Chls won this
cup with a dance skit, “A Little of
This, and a Little of That."
Since that time Varsity Vodvil has
continued an annual tradition of the
State University. There are now two
cups offered, one for men’s acts, the
other for women’s; only seven acts
appear upon the program which is
presented at the Wilma theater.

Film Shows Action
O f Automatic Riflu

Notices

There will be a Mathematics club Major G. L. Smith, head of the Dt
party at the home of Prof. A 8. Mer partment of Military Science, has jus
rill at 541 Beckwith, tonight at 9 received a one-reel movie in animate'
o'clock. All members of the club are cartoon form, showing the action atr
This Question Will Cause Anguish
cordially invited. There will be danc use of the Browning automatic rifl<
Among All Concerned Until
The film was shown in the Foreatr
A.
A.
U.
W.
Is
Asking
for
Gifts
ing, games and refreshments.
The Fatal Night
DICK THOMAS, President assembly hall Wednesday at 10, 2 an.
To Enlarge County Library;
3 o’clock. Three showings were mad
Eating is no longer a tradition at
Will Aid Montanans
Montana! And so one by one our
Plans for the Tdhuana dance to be to give all second-year advanced mfli
glorious traditions vanish. However, Any books for which the owners given on Mexican Bazaar day, the last tary science students an opporturift
the abolition of dinners before the have no further use will be gladly meeting of the Spanish club this quar to see it.
Co-ed Formal, and supper parties received by members of the American ter, will have to be abandoned unless More Instruction concerning the osafterwards, will not die a sudden Association of University Women more girls respond. Those who would of the weapon can be given by one rae
death If the opinions of campus folks when they conduct their drive next like parts see me soon, please.
of film than could be given in week:
is any indication.
ELSIE EMINGER of class instruction, according u
week, January 29 to February 4, in
Major Smith.
Campus males, who have been en an attempt to add to tbe collection
thusiastically looking forward to the maintained in the State University Spur pledges will give a card party
night when they might dine and dance, Library by the Montana Library as tomorrow afternoon at 2 o’clock in the
with their ladies paying the cashier sociation. Any kind of book will be west parlor of North hall. A charge
of 25 cents per person will be made.
and the fiddler, were stunned by the welcome and even a few will help.
recent announcement that “In order These may be left at the Missoula Faculty women, wives of faculty mem
to cut down expenses this year, it library, the State University Library, bers, Missoula women and students
ROOM AND BOARD
was suggested that the co-eds do not or if the donor will call any member are invited to attend.
BOARD—$16 TWO MEALS, $2
take their guests to dinner either be of the committee named below, she
fore or after the dance." So to dine will arrange to have someone call for There will be a meeting of PI Mu | three meals, per month; choice o
or not to dine, that is the question.
the books. The members of thi* Epsilon, Wednesday, February 1 at menu; excellent home cooking
Every man interviewed, with one County Library committee of the A. A. 7:30 o'clock in Craig hall. Room 103. Yankee Cafe, 512 S. Higgins.
exception, was determined and even U. W. are, Mrs. H. G. Merriam, chair All members are urged to attend. "VARSITY HOUSE,” BLOCK FRO*
bitter in his denunciation of the man; Mrs. E. F. Carey, Mrs. Andrew Prof. E. O. Carey will speak on "In campus; homelike atmosphere, goo
economy policy. The women were al Cogswell, Mrs. W. P. Clark, Mrs. G. D. finite Products.”
eats; $20 per month.
most divided, with some of them very Connell, Mrs. C. F. Delss, Mrs. Ber
Students are requested to report to NEW LOW PRICES ON ROOMS. 72
nard Oakes and Mrs. F. O. Smith.
much on the fence.
Tevis Hoblitt, with his chin buried For a number of years this collec the Health Service for refund checks Eddy. Phone 6438.
in his bands, meditated a moment, tion has been housed at the University as soon as possible. LOST AND FOUND
then said, “During these hard times Library, being sent out by the Library All groups who wish pictures taken
the reduction of expenditures will association to communities which have for the Sentinel must notify Kathleen LOST—WALTHAM WRIST WATCH
with green crystal. Max Ennis
mean a larger attendance at the dance. aBked for It, especially into counties Harrigan by Tuesday.
phone 4385.
Few men are spending much money where there are no county libraries.
this year, therefore I see no reason Many people in Montana are not with
MISCELLANEOUS
why the women shouldn’t cut down in reach of any library and live in Ames W ill A ttend
lonely places where books would mean
their expenses.”
FURNITURE REPAIRED—206 S. 3rd
Meeting in Helena
Mary (AW.S. Prexy) Breen, caught a great deal to them. The A. A. U. W.
hurrying to a class in Main hall, was has been co-operating with the Li
brary
association
in
arousing
interest
W. R. Ames, professor of Educa LAWS OF CONTRACT BRIDGE
forced to reserve her decision until
50 Cents
later. Over the Theta telephone she in the establishment of more county tion and psychology, will leave tomor
libraries
in
Montana.
row
for Helena to attend a meeting
said: “Having dinner and supper
parties is a nice idea, it the girls can At present there are 11 county li of the Montana Society for the Study
OUR CITY STATIONERY f
afford it. However, rather than have braries in the 56 counties in Montana. of Education.
10 Cents
the girls feel that they are expected The first county library was estab The meeting, which is always held
to take the men to dinner, it would lished in Choteau county in 1916. The in connection with the assembly of
Montana Library association and the the Montana Education association,
VALENTINES
be better to abolish the custom."
Curtis Barnes, drawing slowly on Women’s clubs of the state together will formulate a program for the mid
1 Cent
his yellow-stemmed pipe, said “I don’t with other organizations were instru winter meeting to be held next year.
know anything about Co-ed." (this mental in getting the County Library Charles Henry, superintendent of
should be in the want ad section). law passed in 1915 which made the schools at Dillon, is president of the
Gene Sunderlln, caught at his desk establishment of these libraries pos society.
in the registrar's office, very diplo sible. The following counties now
matically said, “It is the privilege of have libraries: Big Horn, Blaine, siiiiiimiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiimiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiifl
Choteau, Lincoln, Madison, McCone,
the girl to do as she pleases."
Dashing out of the Student Store, Missoula, Phillips, Rosebud, Sheridan
FOR THOSE WHO WISH TO EAT REGULARLY AT
wearing a Lapin swagger coat, Mary and Stillwater.
Hobbins said, “It is entirely a matter
for each individual, or each individual They believe in showing the boys a
sorority to decide.” Inside the store, good time,” said Augle Vidro. Panlie
Jerry Busey and Petie Cooney were Keith chanced to drop into the Shack
carefully quizzed and it was discov and when questioned, said, “The
ered that they were both in favor of women have cut down on the price of
Bob and Jack offer these speelal money-saving rates:
saving as much money as possible, admission to the dance. They ought
even on such an occasion as the Co-ed to be able to take the lads to dinner."
5 TICKETS ($27.50 value) FOR $23.00
And so far into the night, until the
Formal.
6 TICKETS ($33.00 value) FOR $27.00
Leave it to the lawyers for de eve of the dance. It is highly prob
cisions! Uncle Bob Corette, sitting able that many men will dine that
MENU SELECTION
GOOD FOOD AT ANY HOUR
on a Phi Delt davenport reading the night despite propaganda to the con
Cosmopolitan, remarked that “It is the trary. And once again the male hearts
man who pays and pays. For once will be appeased and they will go on
Pay Only for What Yon Eat
we ought to get even.” Joe McCaf- being suckers for the rest of the year.'

Classified Ads

Office Supply Co.

The New Hut

fery nervously lit a cigarette and
simply remarked, “Eating isn’t so im
portant.” William Davie Davenport,
upon reading about the proposed
economies, gritted his teeth, clenched
his fist, pounded a desk and said,
“Gross inappreciation!”
The really true statement of the day
came from the lips of Bob Busey.
Rocking with mirth, that obviously hid
a broken heart, he said, “So tar I have
no date. However, if I had one I
would expect her to take me to dinner.
I really would like to have a date."
(patronize Kaimln advertisers).
Donna Hoover, gal journalist, said,
“I intend to abide by the A. W. S. re
quest.” Kath Harrigan, who is worry
ing about Sentinel finances, said, “It
is only once a year, they shouldn’t
abolish anything.” Mary Sulgrove
should delight all males by her re
mark, “I’m going to take him every
where.”
Louise Hardin, sitting at a type
writer, wearing a dress with a brick
red collar and puff sleeves, said, “The
men pay out enough money entertain
ing girls during the year. The women
should splurge a bit tbe one time they
have a chance to repay them.” Said
Emily Mills, “Dinner before the dance
Bozeman, Intermountain and School has become one of the nicest parts of
Of Mines Will Compote Here
the tradition and should not be abol
ished.”
Two contesting teams of the fresh “The women’s auxiliary of Yebis
man debate squad, which were select Chi will not participate in such a plan.
ed last Saturday morning at a general
meeting, met at the home of Jesse W.
Bunch at 8 o’clock Wednesday evening
for a practice debate on the subject:
Resolved, That the United States
Should Cancel All Inter-Allied Debts.
The members who were appointed by
Mr. Bunch to speak Wednesday were
Wood Goble and Robert Rutherford,
affirmative; George Van Noy and
Make your dinners
Charles Frlsbee, negative. Other can
didates include Letltia Kllenhans,
a success
Martha Klett and Ruth Freed. Selec
by purchasing
tion for the final debate team will be
made by Mr. Bunch at a later date.
quality meats
State freshman debate teams which
from
are scheduled to meet the State Uni
versity freshman team are Bozeman,
Intermountain and the School of
Mines. The State University team will
debate the affirmative side on the
concellation of war debts.

Freshmen Teams
Chosen to Debate

Sorority
House Managers

J. R. DAILY
& CO.

"Gather ye roses while ye may,
Then once again the man will pay.” aillllllllllllllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlllllllllllllllllHI

r7o aiVe- you.
just the trim figure the new styles demand, for
utmost comfort and a refreshing sense of free
dom of movement, we recommend the new
T W O

W A V

S T R E T C H

HICKORY
I | C jirdles . I
made with the new

WONDERWEAVE ELASTIC
that stretches up and dow n— this means
perfect peace of mind:— no slipping,.no
creeping, no bulging. Standing • sitting stooping - somersaulting almost — TwoWay Stretch Hickory Girdles stay in
place. P erfectly styled, charm ingly
tailored. And, best of all, so inexpensive.

Beautiful Miss Polly Walters of
RKO-Pathe Pictures says:
“ I am just delighted with Two Way
Stretch Hickory Girdles. Hickory
This girdle has
two-way stretch
elastic at back,
feather-boned ray
on satin front. It's
an amazing value
at only $1.50.

Here's another
two-way stretch
girdle with lus
trous rayon satin
front and Wonderweave Elastic back.
14" deep. $2.

This 12 Inch model
is all of Wonderweave Elastic —
Laces at the side.
It's perfectly beau
tiful and a rare
bargain at $2.

gives me just the trim figure the new
styles demand. It is so very comfort
able, easy to slip on and always stays
in place — perfectly.”

All Models in Either Flesh or Peach

M issoulaMercantile Co.

